Abstract. This paper briefly describes the relevant conclusions of the mixed finite volume method is mainly based on a set and two mesh mixed finite volume method on triangular mesh, also lists the convergence results corresponding format.
Introduction
A mesh of elliptic equations with mixed finite volume method problem 
Error estimates： If the data of the problem is smooth enough data，Making
then there exists a plus constant C independent of h making
Online quadrilateral mixed finite volume method
Consider a common second order elliptic problem with boundary condition:
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We depart from the weak form derived finite volume method, we establish two control volume method: a symmetrical and the other asymmetrical.Defind a bilinear form defined ( , ; , )
Then a non-symmetric control volume method： Order , ,
Another symmetrical control volume method：Order ,
Error estimates： Theorem：Assuming u is a solution of the weak form factor (5)，The h u is the solution of symmetrical method (8) or asymmetric methods (7),then there exits a number 1 0 C  independent of h,making
2 Two meshing problems elliptic equations mixed finite volume method
Mixed finite volume method triangular grid
We still consider the second-order elliptic equations on a plane convex domains:
Which is symmetric positive definite matrix functions and meet the conditions, we introduce a new variable flow ，The problem can be transformed into a mixed question follows:
In the definition of the lowest order spatial Raviart-Thomas, we use the reference cell on the local space, which is defined as:
Then each quadrilateral Q on local spatial unit is defined as:
The whole space:
If i n is a unit normal vector outside edge of the unit Q, then right ( ) 
